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The Three Questions

What is the problem?

What is new or different?

What are the contributions and limitations?



Distributed File Systems 

Take One in today’s class: the 80s and 90s

Goal: provide uniform file system access across machines

Single, possibly large organization

Computers connected by local network (not internet)

General strategy

Trusted servers hold definitive copies of data

Clients access files through servers,
cache data for performance

Take Two on Thursday



The AFS Prototype

Vice servers

Use a dedicated process for each client computer

Store data in local file system

Including status information (.admin directories),
directory hierarchy (stub directories)

Venus clients

Access and cache whole files

Fetch on open, store on close: close/open consistency model

Name files by their full pathnames

Name resolution performed by servers



Qualitative Experience
Overall, close/open consistency works well enough
for emulating 4.2BSD file system semantics

Remote file access is noticeably slower than local

But still much better than for timesharing system

Dependent on application workload (CPU vs. I/O bound)

Really slow for programs using stat system call

Needs to be resolved by server even if file is in local cache

Server operation and administration is difficult

Process/client creates excessive context switching & paging

Embedded location database makes moving files difficult

But lack of quotas calls for load-balancing solution



Quantitative Experience

Reflects every day usage on deployed system

But also draws on Andrew benchmark

Simulates program development in five phases

MakeDir: create target tree

Copy: populate target tree with files

ScanDir: examine status of files in target tree (but don’t read)

ReadAll: read files in target tree

Make: compile and link files in target tree

Corresponds to so-called load unit

Approximates load generated by five real-world users



Quantitative Results

Clients have large cache hit ratios

81% for file cache, 82% for status cache

Servers see mostly cache validations, status requests

90% of all operations

Only 6% of operations involve file transfers

Fetch to store ratio is 2:1

Servers have high CPU utilization

Up to 75% over 5 minute period

Caused by context switches and pathname traversal

Require better load balancing

Move users between servers



Improving Performance

Cache management

Cache directories and symbolic links as well

Reflect directory modifications immediately

Invalidate cache entries through callbacks from server

Remember the interrupts vs. polling argument?

Name resolution

Identify files by FID instead of pathname

32 bit volume number, 32 bit vnode number, 32 bit “uniquifier”

Locate volume through replicated volume location database

Communication and server process structure

Use user-level threads with integrated RPC package



More on Performance

Low-level storage representation

Access files directly through their inodes

Requires addition of new system calls



Improving Manageability

Problems with prototype

Native disk partitions are inappropriate organizational units

Embedded location information makes moving trees hard

Quotas cannot be implemented

Server replication has ill-defined consistency semantics

Backups may be inconsistent and are hard to restore

One abstraction to rule them all: the volume

A logical collection of files, organized as partial subtree

May grow or shrink, but has upper size limit (quota)

Resides within a partition

Typically allocated per user or project



More on Manageability

Cloning volumes as the central mechanism

Clone is a consistent copy-on-write snapshot

Volumes are moved by repeatedly cloning source volume

Later clones are incremental

Read-only replication is implemented by cloning volumes

Also used for releasing (and withdrawing) software

Backups are implemented by cloning volumes

Read-only tree in user’s home provides yesterday’s snapshot

Editorial: this is the single most useful feature of AFS…



AFS in Action

Open file with pathname P on a workstation (client)

Kernel reflects access back to Venus (in userland)

One of Venus’ user-level threads walks components D of P

If D is in cache and has callback, use it

If D is in cache and has no callback, validate with server

Establishes callback as side-effect

If D is not in cache, fetch from server

Same thread also caches file F

Similarly to directory access

If file is modified, write back to Vice on close



Close/Open Consistency

Writes immediately visible to all processes on client

Once file is closed, writes become visible anywhere

But not for currently open instances

All other operations become visible immediately
and across the network

No explicit locking is performed

Consistent with 4.2BSD semantics



Performance Evaluation



Overall Running Time

What’s going on? Why is AFS so much better?
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Fig, 1. Relative running time of benchmark. This figure compares the degradation in performance 

of the prototype and the current Andrew file system as a function of load. The clients were Sun2s 

in the prototype and IBM RTs in the current file system. The server was a Sun2 in both cases. 

Tables III and VI present this information in greater detail. 

Table VII. Andrew Server Utilization During 

Benchmark 

Load units 

Utilization (percent) 

CPU Disk 

1 8.1 (0.7) 2.7 (0.1) 

2 15.0 (1.3) 4.7 (0.4) 

5 29.4 (1.5) 9.2 (0.3) 

8 41.8 (0.8) 12.8 (0.6) 

10 54.6 (6.6) 17.8 (3.6) 

15 64.7 (1.2) 20.9 (0.1) 

20 70.9 (2.2) 23.6 (0.6) 

Notes: This table shows the Sun2 server CPU 

and disk utilization as a function of load. The 

utilizations are averaged over the entire duration 

of the benchmark. These data were obtained from 

the same experiment as Table VI. Each of the 

experiments was repeated 3 times. Figures in pa- 

rentheses are standard deviations. A part of the 

data is reproduced in Figure 2. 

file stores are necessary. Further, it is during the Copy phase that files are fetched 

and callbacks established. In contrast, the ScanDir and ReadAll phases are barely 

affected by load. Callback eliminates almost all interactions with the server 

during these phases. 
Table VII and Figure 2 present CPU and disk utilization on the server during 

the benchmark. CPU utilization rises from about 8 percent at a load of 1 to over 
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Diggin’ Deeper: CPU Util.

What is the scalability bottleneck? Is this good news?
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Fig. 2. Andrew server utilization during benchmark. Server CPU and disk utilization are presented 

in this figure as a function of load. All clients are IBM RTs and use a single Sun2 server. Table VII 

presents this information in greater detail. 

70 percent at a load of 20. But disk utilization is below 25 percent even at a load 

of 20. This indicates that the server CPU still limits performance in our system, 

though it is less of a bottleneck than in the prototype. Better performance under 
load will require more efficient server software or a faster server CPU. Figure 2 

shows an anomaly at a load of 10. Since the corresponding data in Table VII 

show a high standard deviation, we suspect that server activity unrelated to our 

experiments occurred during one of these trials. 

In summary, the results of this section demonstrate that our design changes 

have improved scalability considerably. At a load of 20, the system is still not 

saturated. Since a load unit corresponds to about 5 typical Andrew users, we 

believe our scale goal of 50 users per server has been met. 

4.2 General Observations 

Table VIII presents server CPU and disk utilizations in Andrew. The figures 

shown are averages over the a-hour period from 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. on 

weekdays. Most of the servers show CPU utilizations between 15 and 25 percent. 

One of the servers, vice4, shows a utilization of 35.8 percent, but the disk 

utilization is not correspondingly high. The high standard deviation for the 

CPU utilization leads us to believe that this anomaly was caused by system 

maintenance activities that were unexpectedly performed during the day rather 
than at night. Server vice9, on the other hand, shows a CPU utilization of 

37.6 percent with a small standard deviation. The disk utilization is 12.1 percent, 
the highest of any server. The high utilization is explained by the fact that this 

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 6, No. 1, February 1988. 



Comparison with NFS

The What and Why of NFS

Runs on a network of trusted workstations

Caches inodes and individual file pages on clients

Provides ad-hoc “consistency”: files flushed every 30sec

Also close-to-open consistency on modern implementations

Represents a mature, well-tuned production system

But also has some stability problems under high load

Unreliable datagram transport, recovery at user-level

NFS v3 (1996) adds support for TCP



Overall Running Time

So, why does NFS perform so much worse?
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Fig. 3. NFS and Andrew overall benchmark times. This figures compares the benchmark times of 

NFS and the Andrew file system as a function of load. Table XI presents these data in greater detail. 

Table XII describes the conditions under which the data were obtained. 
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Fig. 4. NFS and Andrew server CPU utilization. This figure compares the server CPU utilizations 

of NFS and Andrew as a function of load. Table XII presents these data in greater detail and describes 

the conditions under which they were obtained. 
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NFS Uses More Resources

NSF also exchanges ~3x (!) as many network packets
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Fig. 5. NFS and Andrew server disk utilization. This figure compares the server disk utilizations 

of NFS and Andrew as a function of load. Table XII presents these data in greater detail and 
describes the conditions under which they were obtained. 

Table XIII. Network Traffic for Andrew and NFS 

Andrew NFS 

Total packets 3,824 (463) 
Packets from Server to Client 

10,225 (106) 

Packets from Client to Server 
2,003 (279) 6,490 W 
1,818 (189) 3,735 (23) 

Notes: This table presents the observed network traffic 
generated by the benchmark when a single client was using 
a server. In the Andrew ease, the server was a Sun2 on an 
Ethernet connected via a router to an IBM RT client on a 
token ring. In the NFS case, the server was a Sun2 on the 
same Ethernet cable as its Sun 3 cliant. Each of the esperi- 
ments was repeated 3 times. Figures in parentheses are 
standard deviations. 

Data on server disk utilization are presented in Figure 5 and Table XII. NFS 
used both disks on the server, with utilizations rising from about 9 and 3 percent 
at a load af 1 to nearly 95 and 29 percent at a load of 18. Andrew used onIy one 
of the server disks, with utilization rising from about 4 percent at a load of 1 to 
about 33 percent at a load of 18 in the cold cache case. Disk utilization is slightly, 
but not substantially, lower in the warm cache case. 

Another quantity of interest is the relative amount of network traffic generated 
by NFS and Andrew during the execution of the benchmark. Table XIII presents 
this information. As the table indicates, NFS generates nearly three times as 
many packets as Andrew at a load of one. 

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 6, No. 1, Febnary 1988. 
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Fig. 3. NFS and Andrew overall benchmark times. This figures compares the benchmark times of 

NFS and the Andrew file system as a function of load. Table XI presents these data in greater detail. 
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Fig. 4. NFS and Andrew server CPU utilization. This figure compares the server CPU utilizations 

of NFS and Andrew as a function of load. Table XII presents these data in greater detail and describes 

the conditions under which they were obtained. 
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Block-Level Caching Bad?
152 - M. N. Nelson, 6. B. Welch, and J. K. Ousterhout 
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Fig. 5. Performance of the Andrew benchmark on 3 different file systems: Sprite, Andrew, and NFS. 
(a) shows the absolute running time of the benchmark as a function of the number of clients executing 
the benchmark simultaneously, and (b) shows the server CPU utilization as a function of number of 
clients. The Andrew and NFS numbers were taken from [4] and are based on Sun-3/50 clients. The 
Sprite numbers were taken from Table VI and Figure 4 and renormalized for Sun-3/50 clients. 

anism (versus more general-purpose but slower mechanisms used in NFS and 

Andrew), Sprite’s delayed writes, and Sprite’s kernel implementation (versus 

Andrew’s user-level implementation) are major factors. As the number of con- 
current clients increased, the NFS server quickly became saturated. The Andrew 

system showed the greatest scalability: each client accounted for only about 

2.4 percent server CPU utilization compared to 5.4 percent in Sprite and over 

20 percent in NFS. We attribute Andrew’s low server CPU utilization to its 

use of callbacks. Figure 5 reinforces our claim that a Sprite file server should be 

able to support at least 50 clients: our experience with NFS is that a single server 

can support lo-20 clients, and Sprite’s server utilization is only one-fourth that 

of NFS. 

9. FUTURE WORK 

There are two issues concerning client caching that we have not yet resolved in 

the Sprite implementation: crash recovery and disk overflow. The current system 

is fragile because of the amount of state kept in the main memory of each server. 

If a server crashes, then all the information in its memory, including dirty blocks 

in its cache and information about open files, is lost. As a result, all client 

processes using files from the server usually have to be killed. In contrast, the 

servers in Sun’s NFS are stateless. This results in less efficient operation (since 

all important information must be written through to disk), but it means that 

clients can recover from server crashes: the processes are put to sleep until the 

server reboots, then they continue with no ill effects. 

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 6, No. 1, February 1988. 



What Makes the Difference?

Main two (speculative) reasons

High-performance kernel-to-kernel RPC

Delayed writes

Cached on client for up to 30 seconds, same for server

What’s the trade-off when compared to NFS?

What about consistency?

SpriteFS offers full consistency, unlike AFS and NFS

If file is concurrently written to by multiple clients,
caching is disabled, all reads and writes go through server

If file is sequentially written to by multiple clients,
last writer needs to first flush dirty data back to server



Virtual Memory and Caching

Challenge: how much space to allocate to either?

For small programs that process lots of data,
want large file cache and small VM allocation

For large programs that process some data,
want small file cache and large VM allocation

Solution: dynamically grow and shrink the two

Compare age of oldest page with that of other module

If other module’s page is older, transfer it

Hey, wait a minute…



More on VM and Caching

Problems with separation of VM and file cache

Double caching

Pages may be in memory and file cache — what to do?

Multiblock pages

Determining the LRU time becomes hard — what to do?

So, why not a single solution?

Option 1: access files through virtual memory

Complicates cache consistency between machines
b/ file page must be in memory (can’t redirect through server)

Option 2: use single physical memory manager

But page age computation is different for two modules



What Do You Think?


